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Historic Landmark Designation:
Protection from Road Construction?
by James D. Cameron, Esq.

Imagine a hypothetical Maryland property, a colonial farmhouse surrounded
by rolling farmland. Assume that this historic property is in an area undergoing
the development known as "urban
sprawl." Urban sprawl often occurs in
conjunction with new road construction and with the improvement - usually the enlargement - of existing roads.
Assume further that a new road has been
proposed which would bisect the hypothetical property.
In this context, this article considers
the following questions. To what extent
would federal, state, and local historic
designations protect the farmhouse from
the proposed new road construction?
Moreover, to what extent would these
historic designations protect the farmland surrounding the house as well as
the building itself? The answers to these
questions require a review of federal,
state, and local historic preservation
laws.
The principal federal legislation with
respect to historic preservation is the
National Historic Preservation Act
CNHPA").l Section 470 of the Act sets
forth Congressional findings and declarations of policy.2 These include findings that "historic properties Significant
to the Nation's heritage are being lost or
substantially altered, often inadvertantly,
with increasing frequency,"3 often "in
the face of ever-increasing extensions of
urban centers."4 Apparently, Congress
contemplated the kind ofproblem posed
in the hypothetical when enacting NHPA
The Act declares that the preservation
of historic resources "will improve the
planning and execution of Federal and
federally assisted projects."5 Road con22 - The Law Forum/21.1

struction is largely financed with federal
funds. However, it is usually administered by state highway departments.
Assume this is so in the case under
consideration.
Section 470-1 of the Act expressly
declares it to be the policy of the federal
government, "in partnership" with state
and local governments, to preserve publicly and privately owned historic resources. 6 Thus, federal policy encourages the preservation of the hypothetical
historic farm.
This policy is implemented through
the creation of a National Register of
Historic Places, maintained by the Secretary of the Interior.7 The listing of the
hypothetical property in the National
Register would depend upon the consideration of various criteria promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior. 8
The criteria for inclusion on the National Register are as follows:
The quality of significance inAmerican history, architecture, archaeology, engineering and culture is
present in ... sites [and] buildings .
.. that possess integrity oflocation,
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association
and
( a) that are associated with
events that have made a Significant
contribution to the broad patterns
of our history; or
(b) that are associateo with the
lives of persons Significant in our
past; or
( c) that embody the distinctive
characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction, or that
represent the work of a master, or

that possess high artistic values, or
that represent a Significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or
( d) that have yielded, or may be
likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.9
These broadly worded criteria provide
for the inclusion of "a wide diversity of
resources" in the National Register. lO
It is important to note that "eligible
property is not restricted to property
that has been officially determined eligible for inclusion in the National Register."ll Rather, the regulations define an
eligible property as one "that meets the
National Register criteria" not as one
"that bas been determined to meet such
criteria"12
These broader eligibility standards for
historic landmark protection resulted
from a Congressional amendment to the
NHPA. "Before 1976, NHPA required
federal agencies to consider the impact
of a federally assisted undertaking only
on property 'included in the National
Register.' However, [in 1976,] Congress
amended section 106 of the NHPA ...
[to read] 'included in or eligible for
inclusion in the National Register,"'13
Returning to the hypothetical, assume
that the property has been duly listed on
the National Register.
It has been suggested that the most
important word in the criteria for listing
in the National Register is "integrity."14
The regulatory criteria previously
quoted used this term in the phrase
"integrity of location, design, setting,
[and] materials."15 The observation
about the importance of integrity assists

in analyzing the level of protection the
or (2) when an undertaking
Council's opportunity to com"changes the integrity of location,
Act affords the land surrounding the
ment, to identify any National Reghypothetical farmhouse. As will be seen,
ister or eligible property located
design, setting, materials, workthe particular site would be examined
within the area of the undertak-manship, feeling, or association of
to determine whether the road conthe property" that contributes to
ing's potential environmental imstruction would effect its "integrity."
its historic significance. 36 CF.R
pact which may be affected by the
Section 106 of the NHPA16 largely
§800.3 (a) and (b). An effect may
undertaking. 36 CF.R §800.4.19
determines the measure of protection
In the h)1Jothetical, it is highly likely
be either direct or indirect. Indithat the investigating official would be a
rect effects include "changes in
afforded the h)1Jothetical property. This
section directs the "head of any Federal
federal highway official. This official
the pattern ofland use, population
agency having direct or indirect jurisdensity or growth rate that may
would need to ascertain whether any
diction over a proposed Federal or fedeligible properties are affected by the
affect on [sic] properties of his torerallyassisted undertaking" to "take into
proposed construction. He would also
ical, architectural, archaeological, or
account the effect of the undertaking"
cultural significance. Id."21
need to consider any such effect in his
on any eligible property before approvdecision.
Thus, as a threshold matter, the official
ing the expenditure of federal funds or
would have to make a determination
The h)1Jothetical highway official
the issuing of any federal licenses. 17
with respect to any "effect" the highway
would also have an affirmative duty to
The Secretary of the Interior has proconstruction would have on the propmeet with the State Historic Preservamulgated regulations pursuant to section Officer ("SHPO") to evaluate the
erty based on these criteria.
tion 106 of NHPA which detail specific
Ifwe assume that such an effect exists,
scope of the protected area. The scope
procedural requirements imposed upon
of the protected area would determine
the official would then need to deteragency officials under the Act. These
the protection afforded the land surmine whether it is adverse.
procedural requirements were concisely
rounding the hypothetical historic farmWhere an effect is found, the
yet fully explicated by the United States
house. The regulations define this area
agency, in consultation with the
SHPO, must then determine
District Court for the Central District of
California in Colorado River Indian
whether the effect would be adTribes v. Marsh. 18 That court summarverse, applying the criteria of ad"the most important word in
ized the regulations as follows:
verse effect, which include:
NHPA requires all federal agen( 1) Destruction or alteration of
the criteria for listing . .. is
cies to examine the effects of their
all or part of a property;
actions on property included in or
(2) Isolation from or alteration
eligible for inclusion in the Naof the property's surrounding envi'integrity. In
tional Register of Historic Places
ronment;.
. . . Executive Order 11593, 36
(3) Introduction of visual,
Fed. Reg. 8921 (May 13, 1971)
audible, or atmospheric elements
buttresses the responsibilities of
as "that geographic area within which
that are out of character with the
federal agencies under NHPA. Secdirect and indirect effects generated by
property or alter its setting.... 22
tion 2 of the order requires federal
the undertaking could reasonably be
The character of the effect would deagencies, no later than July 1,
expected to occur and thus cause a
pend upon circumstances unique to the
1973, to locate, inventory and
change in the historical, architectural,
site and to the proposed construction.
nominate properties under their
archaeological, or culture qUalities posThe next step in the process depends
jurisdiction to the National Regissessed by a National Register or eligible
on whether the effect is determined to
ter. Under NHPA and Executive
property. "20
be "adverse" or not.
Order 11593, the federal agency
The official would then have the addiIf a determination of no adverse
must exercise caution to assure
tional burden of evaluating whether the
effect is made by both the agency
the physical integrity of those
and the SHPO, the agency must
proposed construction would have an
properties that appear to qualitY
send adequate documentation of
"effect" on the property.
for inclusion in the National RegisThe agency must then determine
such determination to the Executer. 16 U.S.C §470h-2(a)(2).
tive Director of the Advisory
the effect of a proposed undertaking on any National Register or
Council. 36 CFR §800.4( c).
Regulations implementing
eligible property. An "effect" ocIf the agency or the Executive
NHPA and Executive Order 11593
curs ( 1) "whenever any condition
Director finds an adverse effect,
have been adopted by the Advisory
the agency must ( 1 ) prepare a Preof the undertaking causes or may
Council [on Historic Preservation,
cause any change, beneficial or adliminary Case Report requesting
which is created by the Act]. The
verse, in the quality of the historithe comments of the Council, (2)
general procedure set forth in the
cal, architectural, archaeological,
notify the SHPO of this request,
regulations requires an agency as
and (3) undertake the consultaor cultural characteristics that
early as possible, and in any event
tion process set forth in Section
qualitY the property to meet the
before taking any action that
criteria of the National Register,"
800.6.
would foreclose the Advisory
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 21.1/fhe Law Forum-23

Until the Council issues its comments pursuant to section 800.6,
the agency is precluded "from taking or sanctioning any action or
making any irreversible or irretrievable commitment that could
result in an adverse effect on a
National Register or eligible property or that would foreclose the
consideration of modifications of
alternatives to the proposed undertaking that could avoid, mitigate,
or minimize such adverse effects."
36C.F.R §800.4 (d).
Under the consultation process
set forth iii section 800.6, the
agency, SHPO, and the Executive
Director of the Advisory Council
are the consulting parties who
must "consider feasible and prudent alternatives to the undertaking that could avoid, mitigate,
or minimize adverse effects on a
National Register or eligible property." [d. The consulting parties
must execute a Memorandum of
Agreement either specifying how
the adverse effects will be avoided
or mitigated, or acknowledging
that they cannot be avoided or mitigated and specifying any recording, salvage, or other measures to
minimize the adverse effects that
shall be taken before the undertaking proceeds. [d. The Memorandum is then reviewed by the
Council. It constitutes the comments of the Council and satisfies
the agency's responsibilities under
section 106 ofthe NHPA, section
2(b) of the Executive Order, and
the Regulations 36 C.F.R §§800, et
seq. 23
One can see that the Act would
require the hypothetical official to follow complex procedural requirements.
The Act also places tremendous responsibility on the official to make the
required determinations. This is consistent with the Congressional intent
that properties "worthy of protection
because of their historical, architectural, or cultural significance at the
community, state or regional level" be
protected by being "brought to light and
that attention be focused on their significance whenever proposals are made in,
for instance . . . the public road
program. "24
Congress also intended that "a mean24 - The Law Forum/21.1

ingful balance be struck between preservation of these important elements of
oUr heritage and new construction to
meet the needs of our evergrowing
communities .... "25 Perhaps for this
reason "the Advisory Council's directives impose only a procedural obligation with no direct bearing" upon the
agency's "substantive decision."26 The
Department itself has made clear in its
regulations that, having once complied
with the procedural requirements, the
agency could "adopt any course of action
it may feel appropriate."27 In fact, the
regulations continue by stating that
"[w]hile the Advisory Council comments must be taken into account and
integrated into the decision-making
process, the program decision rests with
the agency implementing the undertaking."28
Clearly, under the Act, Congress has
delegated substantial authority to the

"Pailure to comply
with the Act
has led to
injunctions . ... "
executive branch to balance preservation with current needs. Notwithstanding this broad administrative discretion,
the judiciary may still playa role. Failure
to comply with the Act has led to injunctions against construction and against
disbursement of federal funds pending
compliance. 29 In addition, appellate
courts have reversed lower courts and
remanded cases for failure to order
compliance with the requirements of
the Act. 30
Assume that the hypothetical highway
official complied with the requirements
of the Act. If this official or the executive
director of the Advisory Council finds an
adverse effect, the agency must allow
the Council an opportunity to. commenPl The agency official, the State
Historic Preservation Officer, and the
executive director of the Council would
then meet to explore alternatives.32 Any
plan to mitigate the adverse effect would
be clarified in a Memorandum of Agreement.n If no plan is reached, the Co un-

cil might meet and issue written comments to the agency.34 After the agency
has made its final decision, the agency
would submit a written report to the
Council explaining its decision. 35
The hypothetical property may have
an additional avenue of protection. The
historical nature of the property may be
considered as a factor in an Environmental Impact Statement. Preparation
of such a statement might be required
pursuant to the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (hereinafter "NEPA"). 36
NEPA, however, is beyond the scope of
the instant inquiry.
Furthermore, the hypothetical property may be protected at the state level.
Maryland has enacted enabling legislation to allow municipal regulation of
"the construction, alteration, reconstruction, moving and demolition" of
historic structures as well as their
"appurtenances and environmental settings."37 "Structures" in the enabling statute explicitly refers to "natural land
formations.and appurtenances and environmental settings."38 "Appurtenances"
and "environmental settings," in turn,
include "walkways and driveways . . .
trees, landscaping, and rocks. "39 Thus,
the statute explicitly contemplates the
regulation of the land surrounding the
house in the hypothetical.
The hypothetical property may also
be subject to the jurisdiction of an "historic district commission." The Maryland Code provides for the creation of
historic district commissions by counties or municipalities. 40 The Code further
provides that "when reviewing the plans
for any such construction or change the
commission shall give consideration to
(inter alia) ( 1 ) the historic or architectural value and significance of the structure and its relationship to the historic
value of the surrounding area; [and] (2)
the relationship of the exterior architectural features ofthe structure to the remainder of the structure and the surrounding area."41 On their face, these
restrictions only apply to any person,
individual, firm, or corporation. 42
Accordingly, they do not appear to apply
to public highway construction. Nevertheless, the Court of Appeals of Maryland has held that a county is subject to
the jurisdiction of an historic area commission 43 Whether the state highway
department would also be subject to the
jurisdiction of an historic area commis-

sion does not appear to have been
dustrial developments, the present
be involved, offering an expert perspective.
addressed by the Maryland courts. In any
Nevertheless, the extent of the progovernmental and non-governmental
case, a commission would only have
tection afforded the hypothetical prophistoric preservation programs and
jurisdiction if a structural change were
erty would appear to depend largely
activities are inadequate to insure
involved.
upon its particular circumstances. It
future generations a genuine opporStill, counties and municipalities in
would also depend largely upon the
tunity to appreciate and enjoy the
Maryland have enacted local level hisjudgment of the highway official, and, to
rich heritage of our Nation;
toric preservation legislation pursuant
a lesser extent, upon that of the SHPo.
(6) the increased knowledge of our
to Article 23 and Article 66 B of the
Finally, the courts, particularly the fedhistoric resources, the establishment
Maryland Annotated Code. The constieral courts, constitute a check. This
of better means of identifying and
tutionality of such ordinances have been
check helps to further the intent of
administering them, and the encourupheld by the Supreme Court. 44 The
Congress that the preservation of our
agement of their preservation will
Court of Appeals of Maryland has also
nation's historic resources be balanced
improve the planning and execution
recognized "that the preservation of
against the present needs of our comof Federal and federally assisted projarchitecturally or historically Significant
munities. Hopefully, those engaging in
ects and will assist economic growth
areas is a valid exercise of the police
and development; and
power."4S
(7) although the major burdens of
ffThe Court of Appeals. ..
Assume the hypothetical property is
historic preservation have been borne
in Harford County. Harford County, a
and major efforts initiated by private
has also recognized fthat
"charter county," has adopted historic
agencies
and individuals, and both
the preservation of
preservation legislation pursuant to
should continue to play a vital role, it
architecturally or historically
is nevertheless necessary and apArticle 25 A. The Harford County Code
establishes"standards necessary to allow
propriate for the Federal Government
significant areas is a valid
the preservation of historic structures
to accelerate its historic preservation
exercise of the police power. ' "
and sites in the county. "46 The Code
programs and activities, to give maxcreates an "Historic Preservation Comimum encouragement to agencies
mission"47 and prescribes a procedure
this balancing process possess the wisand individuals undertakingpreservafor designation of historic districts. 48
dom to solve one of the problems resulttion by private means, and to assist
However, the level of protection proing from continuing population growth
State and local governments and the
- the effect of development on historic _
vided by the County to the hypothetical
National Trust for Historic Preservaproperty remains unclear.
resources.
tion in the United States to expand
To summarize, the federal governand accelerate their historic preserment, the State of Maryland, and numervation programs and activities.
Endnotes
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( 4) contribute to the preservtion
of nonfederally owned prehistoric
and historic resources and give maximum encouragement to organizations and individuals undertaking
preservation by private means;
( 5) encourage the public and private preservation and utilization of all
usable elements of the Nation's historic built environment; and
(6) assist State and local governments and the National Trust for Historic Preservation in the United States
to expand and accelerate their historic preservation programs and activities.
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authority delegated to him by Congress.
Id. at §470a(2). The Act defines an historic property as any "site, building,
structure or object included in or eligible for inclusion on the National Register." Id. t47Ow(5).
936 CF.R §60.4 (1990).
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